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a b s t r a c t

To support decision-making about the implementation of demand response, insight into the prospects
and value creation is essential. As the potential benefits are diverse and distributed amongst various
power system stakeholders, a system perspective is necessary for their assessment. This paper describes
a methodology to model the long-term demand response benefits from a system perspective. To quantify
the benefits both the energy market value and the grid value are assessed. In a liberalized power system
these benefits can generally be assigned to the two main electric utilities, i.e., the energy supplier and the
grid operator. The applicability of the developed approach is demonstrated using the Netherlands as a
case study and a model developed from actual data from the Dutch power system. Within this model,
different demand-response strategies are implemented to shape the flexible future load available for
residential areas. The potential benefits of the following demand-response strategies are quantified: grid
based, energy market based and energy market based with capacity constraints. The results show that from
a system perspective, a demand-response strategy that is energy market based with capacity constraints is
most effective in terms of realizing system benefits from residential flexibility.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

As a consequence of the energy transition, the traditional power
system faces several challenges. Generation becomes increasingly
dependent on weather conditions, due to the increasing contribu-
tion of renewables. As a result, the volatility of electrical energy
prices is increasing. Additionally, peak loads are expected to in-
crease, due to the electrification of residential energy demand for
heating and transportation. This requires both generation and grid
capacity. The electrification of energy demand is driven by the need
to increase energy efficiency; the use of heat pumps and electric
vehicles reduces overall energy demand, but increases electricity
demand. This electrification is both a challenge and an opportunity,
as flexibility at the demand side is expected to increase as a result.
Flexibility refers to the capacity to increase or decrease the load in a
certain time frame. By applying Demand Response (DR) this flexi-
bility can be used to shift load in time. For example, DR can be used
echnology, PO Box 513, 5600
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to match flexible demand to (renewable) generation or to reduce
peak loads.

Energy transition policies, along with technological progress,
drive the increasing integration of grid information and commu-
nication technologies and hence the transformation towards the
so-called ‘smart grid’. This smart grid paves the way for the intro-
duction of DR (IEA, 2011). To support decision-making for the
implementation of DR, insight into the prospects and value creation
is essential (Nolan and O'Malley, 2015). This insight is valuable not
only for the electric utilities involved, but for policy makers as well,
as regulatory reforms are considered a precondition for imple-
menting DR (Cambini et al., 2015).

A smarter grid generally and DR specifically can be beneficial to
various stakeholders. These different categories of benefits and
beneficiaries are also identified in the frameworks developed by
EPRI (Wakefield, 2010), DOE (DoE, 2006) and JRC (Giordano et al.,
2012, 2014) on assessing the impact of smart meters and a smart
grid. To quantify different benefit categories, these frameworks
provide guidelines to tailor assumptions to the local conditions in
smart grid pilots. In this paper, a system perspective is proposed to
model and quantify the potential benefits of DR. The benefits are
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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divided into (i) the energy market value, and (ii) the grid value. In a
liberalized power system these benefits can generally be assigned
to the two main electric utilities, i.e. the energy supplier and the
(local) grid operator. The disunity in benefits amongst these
different stakeholders is also found in the literature, where the
focus is either on the market or grid side. Due to modeling
complexity these two categories have so far mainly been studied
separately.

According to individual studies DR can create significant value
for both the energy market and the grid. However, it can be ex-
pected that the different DR strategies applied in these studies can
sometimes be in conflict. For example, using flexibility in residen-
tial areas to profit from lowenergy prices can create higher peaks in
local distribution grids (Veldman and Verzijlbergh, 2014). This
misalignment is expected to increase, with the increase in renew-
able generation. Hence, when consulting the literature it is hard to
get a grip onwhat could be the potential DR benefits from a system
perspective. Therefore, it is argued that an integrated system
approach is required to assess long-term DR benefits (Giordano and
Fulli, 2011; O'Connell et al., 2014). This paper aims at filling the
knowledge gap between the existing models used for the quanti-
fication of benefits for the energy market on the one hand and for
the grid on the other. The focus is not on replacing these models,
but creating insight into the distribution and sum of the benefits
from a system perspective.

On the one hand, the energy market value of DR is generally
assessed by optimizing flexible load day-ahead to minimize gen-
eration operating costs. To quantify the potential energy market
value of flexible loads and storage systems, historical day-ahead
market prices were used in (Abdisalaam et al., 2012;
Lampropoulos et al., 2014; Vlot et al., 2013). In this case, a price-
taker approach is used, which assumes that market prices are un-
affected by DR. To overcome this assumption and to cope with
uncertainties with respect to future market prices, the (future)
generation portfolio is used in (Dupont et al., 2014; Wu, 2013;
Kristoffersen et al., 2011; Verzijlbergh et al., 2012) to assess the
market value. To quantify DR effects in (Dupont et al., 2014) and
(Wu, 2013) a unit commitment model is used, while in
(Kristoffersen et al., 2011) and (Verzijlbergh et al., 2012) the supply
curve is used, which is based on the marginal costs of the genera-
tion portfolio.

On the other hand, the grid value of DR is generally assessed by
optimizing flexible loads to minimize costs related to grid capacity
and losses. To quantify the potential grid value, flexibility is used to
flatten the load in (Koliou et al., 2015; Veldman et al., 2013; Gyamfi

and Krumdieck, 2012; Pieltain Fern�andez et al., 2011; Safdarian
et al., 2014). In Gyamfi and Krumdieck (2012) and Koliou et al.
(2015) the sum of capacity costs that can be avoided due to DR is
quantified, while in Veldman et al. (2013) and Pieltain Fern�andez
et al. (2011) the avoided costs for the different network compo-
nents are specified. The potential reduction in losses due to DR is
quantified by Pieltain Fern�andez et al. (2011) and Safdarian et al.
(2014), in the latter the reduction in losses is also monetized.

In this paper, a methodology is developed that captures all the
main costs related to the power system, by simulating the energy
market and grid level loads. Since these costs heavily depend on
future developments, a scenario-based approach is used. The sce-
narios represent different directions in which the energy transition
could evolve. The methodology proposed is generic and applicable
for case studies of different scales. The applicability of the meth-
odology is demonstrated using a case study of the Netherlands.

A model is developed using actual data from the Dutch power
system. Within this model three different DR strategies are applied
to optimize the flexible load available at residential areas, i.e: (i)
grid based, (ii) energy market based, and a combined strategy (iii)
energy market based with capacity constraints. Studying these three
different strategies puts the potential DR benefits in perspective to
each other and to the total future power system costs.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the
methodology. First, the general modeling structure is introduced.
Next, the grid and energy market model are discussed. Subse-
quently, the different DR-optimization strategies are explained.
Section 3 demonstrates the applicability of the methodology using
a case study: the potential DR benefits for the Dutch power system
are quantified. The inputs used to develop the model are discussed.
These are the scenarios, the available flexibility and the key data
used to simulate the grid and energy market. Subsequently, in
Section 4 the results are shown, i.e., the potential long-term DR
benefits for the different scenarios and DR strategies separately.
Finally, the conclusions, policy recommendations and discussion in
Section 5 are used to elaborate and reflect on the methodology and
case study results.

2. Methodology

2.1. General modeling structure

To assess DR benefits from a system perspective, a modeling
structure is used to represent a national power system. The im-
plications are derived by comparing the situationwith and without
DR for a long time horizon, e.g. up to 2050. When a situation with
DR is modeled, the load of individual flexible appliances is opti-
mized using one of the three predefined DR-optimization strate-
gies. Consequently, the grid and energy market costs are
determined based on the (optimized) load and generation profiles.
Next, the DR benefits are quantified based on the difference in the
sum of annual discounted power system costs, i.e., the Net Present
Value (NPV), for the situations with and without DR.

The power system costs consist of both capital and operating
expenditures (CapEx and OpEx) associated with the grid and en-
ergy market operation. The categorization of the costs provides
insight into the diversity and the distribution of benefits amongst
the two main electric utilities, i.e., the (local) grid operator and
energy supplier. However, it is expected that (part of) these benefits
will flow back to the end-user, either directly through financial
incentives that stimulate DR or indirectly through a decrease in
energy prices and/or grid tariffs. To illustrate this, in many pilots
were DR is studied, DR is incentivized by means of a dynamic tariff
or a fixed costs reduction on the energy bill (Giordano et al., 2013).
In Fig. 1 the structure of the developed model is shown. The various
building blocks are explained further in the following subsections.

2.2. Grid model

To assess the impact of DR on the grid it is necessary to differ-
entiate between load and generation per grid voltage level, i.e.: Low
Voltage (LV), Medium Voltage (MV) and High Voltage (HV). To this
end, a simplified grid model is used. Within this model typical user
and generator groups are distinguished at each grid level. An
example of such a model is shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the typical
user and generator groups connected to the different grid levels in
the Netherlands.

For each of the typical user and generator groups the model
simulates hourly load or generation for a long time horizon. Each
year the load and generation profiles depend on (i) weather con-
ditions and (ii) scenario inputs.

To accommodate for the effects of weather conditions on load
and generation, a so-called short reference year is used. This refer-
ence year consists of a sample of hourlyweather data that represent
annual weather conditions, including representative hourly



Fig. 1. Illustration of the scenario-based methodology to asses DR benefits from a system perspective.

Fig. 2. An example of a simplified grid model, illustrating the typical user and generator groups connected to each grid level (LV/MV/HV) in the Dutch power system.
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extremes. For example, in the Netherlands a reference year with a
duration of 8 weeks (i.e., two weeks per season) is often applied
(Nederlands Normalisatie-instituut, 1987). Using this reference
year, results can be scaled up to a full year (365 days), while the
overall computation time is considerable reduced. When simu-
lating load and generation over multiple years the short reference
year is iteratively used. Weather dependent load and must-run1

generation are adjusted to these weather conditions. For example,
heat pump load and micro-combined heat and power (mCHP)
generation are aligned to the outside temperature. And, renewable
generation from PV-installations and wind turbines are modeled
based on global irradiance and wind speed data, respectively.

To consider (expected) changes due to the energy transition
scenario inputs are used. The scenarios represent different di-
rections in which the energy transition could evolve. On a high
level, scenarios could differ e.g. in terms of CO2-reduction and the
1 Must-run generation is considered non-dispatchable generation. This includes
renewable generation (wind and solar) and micro- and industrial CHPs. The latter
two are considered must-run as they are directly linked to heating demand and
industrial processes, respectively.
share of renewables. Different trends are translated to key figures
that effect the load and generation of the typical user and generator
groups (distinguished at each grid level, Fig. 2). For example, sce-
narios can vary in terms of installed wind capacities (on- or off-
shore), penetration of PV panels, mCHPs, heat pumps and Electric
Vehicles (EVs), as well as fuel prices.

The scenario dependent penetration of mCHPs, heat pumps and
EVs, mainly effects the load of the residential user groups (urban
and rural). Furthermore, it is the potential flexibility of these indi-
vidual appliances that can be used for DR. Therefore, a bottom-up
approach is applied to model the load of residential user groups.
Similar to the approaches applied in Veldman et al. (2013) and
Gyamfi and Krumdieck (2012), the aggregated residential load is
built up using the number of residences and the appliances'
penetration. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 3, load of flexible
and scenario-dependent technologies aremodeled individually and
subsequently added to the conventional residential load.

Once the hourly load and must-run generation profiles of the
typical user and generator groups are defined, the effects for the
grid are quantified. To this end, a simplified approach is used that
considers the aggregated effect of load and generation for each grid
level. However, in practice not all typical user and generator groups



Fig. 3. Illustration of the bottom-up approach to model the residential (flexible) load.
The household load is adjusted based on the scenario dependent penetration (%) of
heat pumps, EVs, and mCHPs.
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within each grid level are connected. As a consequence of aggre-
gating load and generationwithin each grid level, peak loads can be
balanced out, which can lead to an underestimation of the required
grid capacity and/or grid losses. To overcome balancing of load and
generation within each grid level, a so-called balancing factor is
introduced. On a high-level momentary load and generation are in
balance. However it is questionable where these balancing contri-
butions occur within the grid and how they contribute to the
overall grid load. Through the use of the balancing factor only part
of the load and generation is assumed to be balanced at the source
and the residual load and generation is assumed to be distributed
through the grid. Consequently, grid capacity and losses of each
grid level are aligned to the maximum of the residual load or
generation. The balancing factor can be estimated based on prac-
tical measurements in the grid. To better consider the balancing of
load and generation within each grid level, a more sophisticated
grid topology could be implemented. Evidently, this is a trade-off
between results accuracy and computational complexity and time.

Within the grid model, the aggregated effect of load and must-
run (renewable) generation in the LV grid is transferred to the MV
grid. Likewise, the aggregated effect of load and must-run gener-
ation in the MV grid is transferred to the HV grid. In case of a
positive balance of the aggregated load and must-run generation in
the HV grid, the surplus of must-run generation is expected to be
curtailed2. In case of a negative balance the central generation
units3 provide the remaining electricity for the residual load. The
deployment of central generation units is discussed in Subsection
2.3. Using the grid model, each year the hourly load per grid level
and the transfer between grid levels is defined. Consequently, the
annual load profiles and their maxima are used to monetize the
various grid CapEx and OpEx.

2.2.1. Grid capital expenditures
The CapEx represent grid investment costs, which are based on:

(i) new grid capacity to accommodate load growth, and (ii) the
replacement of grid capacity at the end of the assets' lifetime. Espe-
cially when considering a long time horizon it is important to also
2 Hence, electricity import and export are not considered in the model.
3 Central generation capacity is considered dispatchable capacity that is available

to the market.
consider the latter category. The approach used to define the asset
age and the capacity that needs to be replaced due to aging is
explained in more detail in A.

Each year, the required total capacity per grid level (lines and
cables) and the total capacity between grid levels (MV/LV and HV/
MV transformers) is aligned to the annual peak. Subsequently, the
required investment costs are monetized using key figures related
to the required new capacity at each grid level and between grid
levels (kW), and the estimated specific investment costs for these
capacities (EUR/kW).

2.2.2. Grid operating expenditures
The OpEx for the grid consist of (i) Operation and Maintenance

(O&M) costs, and (ii) costs related to grid losses. O&M costs are
modeled as a percentage of the investment costs. Grid losses can be
separated in so-called fixed and variable losses. The fixed losses,
also referred to as iron or core losses, are considered independent of
the load. The variable losses are those caused by the flow of the
current through the different network components and are also
referred to as load losses. Assuming a stable voltage the annual load
losses, Elosses, are estimated using:

Elosses �
X1 year

t¼0

P2t $x (1)

where P is the load and x is a factor that represents the grid level
resistance. This resistance-factor is aligned to historically reported
losses at each individual grid level. Because of the quadratic rela-
tionship between load and losses a flat load profile (due to DR) will
decrease the load losses. However, as the resistance of grid com-
ponents roughly varies inverse to the capacity (Willis, 2004), the
potential delay or prevention of additional grid investments (due to
DR) is expected to result in a relatively higher grid resistance-factor.
To account for these effects, the resistance-factor is scaled inversive
to the reference grid capacity (without DR). As the main part of the
grid losses is attributed to load losses (Aalberts et al., 2011) only
these are considered in the model. Although it should be noted that
DR can reduce fixed losses, due to the potential delay or prevention
of additional capacity.

2.3. Energy market model

The overall balance between load and must-run generation in
the HV grid, i.e., the residual load, is used to determine the hourly
generation profiles of the different central generation units. The
portfolio of the central generation units is scenario dependent and
may vary per year. Similar to the grid costs, the energymarket costs
are subdivided in CapEx and OpEx.

2.3.1. Generation capital expenditures
The investments for central generation capacity can be sub-

divided in (i) new capacity to accommodate load growth, and (ii) the
replacement of generation capacity due to asset aging. Similar to the
approach used to define the grid CapEx, each year the required
generation capacity is aligned to the annual peak in the HV grid.
Also, the capacity of aged assets is determined according to the
approach described in A. To monetize the CapEx, key figures are
used with respect to the life time and the average capacity costs
(EUR/kW) of the various types of central generation units.

2.3.2. Generation operating expenditures
Again O&M costs are modeled as a percentage of the investment

costs. To determine the operating costs related to the generation of
electricity, the short-run marginal costs of the different central
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generation units are used to construct the supply curve, or so-called
merit-order, which is the ranked list of the marginal costs. Subse-
quently, the merit-order and the overall residual load in the HV grid
are used to determine market clearing price and volume per time
step. The marginal costs used to define the merit-order are based
on:

lMC ¼ lFC
εe

þ εCO2
$lCO2

� εTH$lTH (2)

where lMC represents the short-run marginal costs (EUR/MWh),
which depend on fuel costs (lFC), the price for thermal energy (lTH),
costs for CO2-emissions ðlCO2

Þ, and the related conversion factors
for electrical and thermal energy and CO2-emissions (εe, εTH, and
εCO2

, respectively).
An example of a merit-order is provided in Fig. 4(a). To provide

insight into the ranking and deployment of generation units
Fig. 4(b) shows a typical generation duration curve. Similar to the
approach used in Verzijlbergh et al. (2012), prices are modeled
using an exponential fit of the merit-order, as this gives a smoother
andmore realistic profile that is also observed in real market prices.
Furthermore, as addressed in Verzijlbergh et al. (2012) an advan-
tage of the exponential fit compared to the stepwise shape of the
merit-order is that small changes in generation result in different
prices. The exponential fit is used in Subsection 2.4.2, where the
energy market based DR-optimization is discussed.

2.4. Demand response optimization

As described before, hourly profiles are used in themodel, hence
flexibility is defined as the potential to increase or decrease the load
per hour. As flexibility generally differs per hour, so-called flexi-
bility profiles are used as input for the model. These profiles indi-
cate the potential to increase or decrease the load of certain
appliances. An example of such profiles is shown in Fig. 6. The black
line represents the reference load of the flexible appliances
(without DR), while the shaded areas indicate the flexibility. In the
next subsections the different strategies that can be used to opti-
mize the flexible load, are explained.

2.4.1. Grid based strategy
The grid based DR-optimization strategy is based on the

objective of the (local) grid operator. As discussed in the
Fig. 4. (a) Example of a merit-order. (b) Example of an annual generation duration curve of d
refer to electricity generation combined with Low and High Temperature heat supply, respec
in the HV grid.
introduction, when solely considering the grid value (i.e., costs
related to grid capacity and grid losses) it is generally considered
optimal to use the flexibility to flatten the load (Koliou et al., 2015;
Veldman et al., 2013; Gyamfi and Krumdieck, 2012; Pieltain
Fern�andez et al., 2011; Safdarian et al., 2014). With the objective
to flatten the load, the optimization problem is formulated as
follows:

min
Pflex;t;a

XT
t¼1

XA
a¼1

�
Pb;t þ Pflex;t;a

�2
(3)

s.t.

XT
t¼1

Pflex;t;a ¼ constant ca (4)

Pmin
flex;t;a < Pflex;t;a < Pmax

flex;t;a ct; a (5)

where Pflex,t,a is the flexible load of appliance a at time t,
Pmin
flex;t;a and Pmax

flex;t;a represent the flexibility boundaries, Pb,t is the

non-flexible base load, and A is the total number of flexible appli-
ances. The flexible load is optimized for each day within the year,
hence T¼ 24 h. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the flexibility boundaries are
time dependent and differ per appliance. The total daily energy
consumption of flexible appliances is fixed, as defined by (4). As
most grid capacity problems, due to the energy transition and the
resulting electrification of residential energy demand, are expected
for the distribution grid operator (Koliou et al., 2015; Veldman et al.,
2013; Gyamfi and Krumdieck, 2012; Pieltain Fern�andez et al., 2011;
Safdarian et al., 2014), Pb,t equals the aggregated non-flexible load
and must-run (renewable) generation in the LV grid, adding the
flexible load to this equals the load transfer between the MV/LV-
grid.
2.4.2. Energy market based strategy
The energy market based strategy is based on the objective of

the energy supplier. When solely considering the operating costs,
flexibility is used to minimize the marginal costs of the various
central generation units. As generation fluctuations negatively ef-
fect operating costs, this optimization also ensures that generation
capacity costs are minimized. Therefore, the optimization problem
ifferent central generation units. CCS refers to Carbon Capture & Storage, and LT and HT
tively. The residual load is based on the overall balance of load and must-run generation



4 To consider the payback effects of the various investments, the situation be-
tween 2030 and 2050 is assumed to be steady-state. Meaning that within this
period there is no growth in load or renewables. Hence, this period solely considers
replacement investments.

5 To cope with the fluctuations of renewable generation LV storage systems are
assumed to be installed in some of the scenarios in Rooijers et al. (2014). As resi-
dential DR can be considered a substitute for LV storage systems these systems
excluded in this paper.
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becomes the following:

min
Pflex;t;a

XT
t¼1

XA
a¼1

lt$Ptotal;t;a (6)

s.t.

Ptotal;t;a ¼ PHV ;t þ Pflex;t;a ct; a (7)

where lt represents the energy market price (based on the short-
run marginal costs) at time t, and PHV,t is the overall balance be-
tween non-flexible load and must-run (renewable) generation in
the HV grid. In case of a negative balance, the total residual load,
Ptotal,t,a, equals the supply of the central generation units. As shown
by themerit-order in Subsection 2.3.2, themarket price depends on
this total load. To account for the dependency between load and
price, a first order Taylor approximation is used, which is described
in more detail in Verzijlbergh et al. (2012). As result, the market
price is estimated to linear depend on the load and he the price is
expressed as follows:

lt ¼ aþ bPtotal;t;a ct; a (8)

where the parameters a and b are defined through the linearization
of the merit-order. Consequently, similar to the approach used in
Verzijlbergh et al. (2012) and Kristoffersen et al. (2011), (6) and (8)
are integrated and the energy market based optimization problem
becomes:

min
Pflex;t;a

XT
t¼1

XA
a¼1

aPtotal;t;a þ bP2total;t;a (9)

For this optimization problem the same constraints hold as
expressed in (4), (5), and (7). Hence, as a result of the first order
Taylor approximation of the merit-order, the optimization problem
is formulated quadratic with linear constraints.

2.4.3. Energy market based with capacity constraints strategy
In this subsection a strategy is proposed based on a system

perspective. In the grid based DR optimization, (3), the load transfer
between the MV/LV-grid is leveled. Hence, the load in this grid
section becomes as flat as possible. However, when solely consid-
ering grid investment costs, which are defined based on the annual
peak loads, it is only required to level the load during certain mo-
ments a day and/or a year. Based on this reasoning, the flexibility
during the rest of the time could be used to minimize the OpEx of
the generation units. To ensure that using the flexibility for the
energy market will not jeopardize the benefits related to distribu-
tion grid investments, the following constraint is added to the
market based optimization, (9):

Pb;t þ Pflex;t;a < Pcap (10)

where Pcap is the capacity limit, which differs per year. This limit is
based on the output of (3), the grid based optimization. As a
consequence of adding this constraint to the market based opti-
mization, the CapEx for the distribution grid will be minimized.
Additionally, the remaining flexibility, during times at which there
are no contingencies, is used to minimize OpEx for the energy
market.

2.5. Modeling the effects of DR

Using the hourly grid level loadings as input, the grid and energy
market models are used to assess the annual CapEx and OpEx for
the grid and energy market, respectively. To model the load for the
situation with DR all optimization problems are implemented in
Matlab and solved using the fmincon function of the global opti-
mization toolbox (MathWorks, 2015). The DR benefits are based on
the difference in cumulative discounted costs (DCosts) for the sit-
uation with and without DR, i.e., the NPV for a certain time horizon
ðy2fy0; …; yhorizongÞ, based on an assumed discount rate (i):

NPV ¼
Xyhorizon
y¼y0

DCostsy
ð1þ iÞy�y0 (11)

3. Case study: potential long-term DR benefits for the
Netherlands

To demonstrate the applicability of the methodology proposed
in Section 2, it is used to assess the long-term benefits of DR for the
case of the Netherlands. First, the time period considered and the
four scenarios that are used as input are introduced. Then, the
flexibility profiles used for the DR optimization are presented.
Subsequently, the key data, used to design the grid and energy
market model, are discussed. Finally, the results, i.e., the potential
long-term DR benefits, are shown.

3.1. Four scenarios

The various scenarios used in this paper were recently estab-
lished in a study commissioned by the Dutch Association of Energy
Network Operators (Rooijers et al., 2014). Similar as in this study,
the time period considered for the simulation is from 2015 until
2050.4 The Business As Usual (BAU) and the three most extreme
scenarios are used as model input. The scenarios in Rooijers et al.
(2014) were developed alongside three main axes, Fig. 5 shows
the positions of the four scenarios considered (BAU, A, B and C). The
three axes are: (i) the percentage of CO2-reduction, this percentage is
related to the situation in 1990, a reduction of 80% is in linewith the
2050-target set by the EU (European Commission, 2013), (ii) the
share of renewable generation, which indicates the percentage of the
total energy demand that is generated by renewable energy sources
(incl. biogas, biomass, wind and PV), and (iii) the utilization of the
decentralization potential to integrate renewable generation and en-
ergy efficient technologies, this (rough) percentage indicates if
renewable generation and energy efficient technologies are
installed on a decentralized or centralized level. For example, if
decentral utilization is limited relative to the share of renewables,
renewable generation is installed on a central (large) scale.

In the scenario study (Rooijers et al., 2014) the position of each
scenario alongside the three main axes was translated into key
figures for the power system. In Rooijers et al. (2014) these figures
were used to assess the impact of each scenario for the future po-
wer system costs in the Netherlands. Using the same input and, on a
high-level, a similar approach, the focus in this paper is on the value
of assessing DR in these different scenarios.5 An overview of the key
figures that characterize the different scenarios is provided in
Table 1. The scenarios vary in terms of dominant energy sources,



Fig. 5. Coordinate system for the various scenarios, illustrating the difference in the
share of renewable energy, CO2-reduction and decentralization potential (adapted
from Rooijers et al., 2014).

Table 1
Overview of scenario characteristics and most relevant input parameters, adapted
from Rooijers et al. (2014).

Scenario BAU A B C

CO2-reduction (%) 24 55 100 100
Share of renewable energy sources (%) 18 25 25 100
Utilization of decentral potential (%) 100 100 <25 100
Energy savings (%) 10 25 50 50

Input parameters

Dominant energy sources Coal and
gas

Gas Gas and
nuclear

Biomass, wind and
solar

Central storage capacity
(MW)

0 0 0 11,100

H2-production (MW) 0 0 6500 12,000
PV penetrationa (%) 15 15 5 95
EV penetrationa (%) 10 25 30 65
mCHP penetrationa (%) 15 15 5 85
Heat pump penetrationa

(%)
5 15 30 15

a Average penetration in residential (urban/rural) areas.
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fuel prices, installed wind capacities (on- or off-shore), and pene-
tration of PV panels, mCHPs, heat pumps and EVs. Scenario C is the
most extreme scenario with respect to the share of renewables and
the penetration of EVs. To facilitate this high share of renewables, a
storage system and a H2-production unit are assumed to be con-
nected to the HV grid.

3.2. Available flexibility

The assumed flexibility available in residential electricity de-
mand is based on the results of different smart grid pilots. As
stressed by the results of a Dutch (Kobus et al., 2015) and Belgium
(D'hulst et al., 2015) smart grid pilot, white goods6 are flexible and
suitable for the application of both manual and semi-automated
DR. The measured percentage of load in Kobus et al. (2015) is
used to estimate the flexibility profile for white goods, this profile is
6 White goods generally refer to the washing machine, tumble dryer and
dishwasher.
shown in Fig. 6.
In addition to white goods, residential heating systems are

assumed to be flexible. In the Dutch pilot PowerMatching City
(Klaassen et al., 2016), the load and generation of heat pumps and
mCHPs was shifted in time, by controlling the temperature inside
the hot water buffers. The results, i.e., the flexibility of heat pump
and mCHP, are used in this paper to define the flexibility profiles of
both appliances, which are shown in Fig. 6. To enable the integra-
tion of the flexibility in the model, flexibility is expressed as a
percentage of the appliances' load. Within the model, flexibility is
scaled with the outside temperature in a similar manner as the load
itself.

Finally, the flexibility of EVs can also be used for DR. That EVs can
be used to shift load in time has been shown in a limited number of
pilots, e.g. in Kok (2013) and in D'hulst et al. (2015). However, due to
the limited number of EVs studied in these pilots, the results are not
considered representative for the flexibility of EVs in (future) res-
idential electricity demand. Alternatively, based on the approach
described in Verzijlbergh et al. (2011), the average EV load and
flexibility are derived using Dutch mobility and transport statistics
(CBS, 2011). The data include driving distances, home arrival and
departure times for a sample of roughly 40,000 residents. The
average EV reference load is based on the assumption that, once
arriving at home, the EVs immediately start charging (at a rate of
3.7 kW). The energy that needs to be charged is based on the daily
driving distance (efficiency of 5 km/kWh). The flexibility is based
on the possibility to delay charging processes as much as possible,
provided that all batteries are fully charged at the moment of de-
parture. The resulting load and flexibility profile, which is shown in
Fig. 6, is in-line with the results presented in Verzijlbergh et al.
(2011).

A more detailed description of the analyses used to determine
the flexibility profiles remains outside the paper scope. In the end,
flexibility profiles can easily be adjusted in the model. Additionally,
insight into the sensitivity of the results towards the flexibility used
as input is provided by tracing back the potential DR benefits to
each individual flexible appliance.

3.3. Key figures used to model the grid and energy market

The implemented grid model distinguishes the typical user and
generator groups connected to each grid level in the Netherlands.
The example shown in Fig. 2 illustrates these: heavy industries (HV
connected), greenhouses, industrial and commercial buildings (MV
connected), and small commercial and residential (urban and rural)
buildings (LV connected). To define the load profiles of these user
groups, the different profiles published by Energie Data Services
Nederland (EDSN) (2012) are used. Each year EDSN publishes
load profiles for the various user groups, which are characterized by
a different connection capacity and operating time. Within the
model, these profiles are fit to the Dutch reference year (Nederlands
Normalisatie-instituut, 1987) and subsequently aligned to the sce-
narios. As described in Section 2, the must-run generation profiles
of offshore wind turbines (HV connected), onshore wind turbines
(MV connected), and PV panels (MV and LV connected) are modeled
based on global irradiance and wind speed data (the latter data are
also included in the reference year). The system load published by
the Dutch TSO TenneT (2012) is used to calibrate the HV grid load
and the power transfer to the MV grid for the initial year.

Due to a different location and penetration of scenario-
dependent technologies, annual electricity consumption and gen-
eration (TWh) at each grid level differs significantly for each sce-
nario in 2050, which is illustrated in Fig. 7. The differences in the LV-
grid are mainly due to a different penetration of scenario-
dependent technologies, i.e., PV panels, mCHPs, heat pumps and



Fig. 6. The assumed normalized reference load and flexibility of white goods, heat pumps, mCHPs and EVs. The flexibility, i.e., the potential to increase or decrease the load, is
indicated by the shaded areas.

Fig. 7. Overview of annual generation and consumption per grid level and per scenario
in 2050.
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EVs (Table 1). An example of the different grid level loadings is
shown in C (BAU scenario, Fig. C.12).

Following the approach for determining the costs related to grid
losses (Subsection 2.2.2) the grid level resistance-factors are
aligned to practical grid level losses, published in Aalberts et al.
(2011). The annual grid CapEx are monetized using key figures
with respect to grid capacity costs (EUR/kW). These values are lis-
ted in B (Table B.2) and were validated in expert sessions with
Dutch asset managers (Rooijers et al., 2014).

The modeling approach used for the operating costs of elec-
tricity generation is in line with the organization of the Amsterdam
Power eXchange (APX) energy market (APX Group, 2015). The
central generation portfolio and fuel costs in the initial year are
aligned to reported situation in the Netherlands using the key fig-
ures reported in Rooijers et al. (2014) and (CBS Statline, 2012). The
types of central generation units (e.g. coal, gas, nuclear), which are
installed throughout the simulated period, and their corresponding
fuel costs are scenario dependent. The key figures for the capacity
costs of the different generation units considered are listed in B
(Table B.2).

4. Results

The DR benefits are based on the difference in cumulative dis-
counted costs for the situation with and without DR. This cost
difference is related to: (i) grid investment costs, (ii) grid losses costs,
(iii) generator investment costs, and (iv) generator operating costs.

Fig. 8 provides an overview of the results, showing the sum of
discounted future power system costs (2015e2050) for each sce-
nario (left),7 and the NPV of DR for each scenario and for each DR
strategies individually (others). Depending on the scenario and
applied strategy, DR reduces power system costs by 2.4e6.3 billion
7 Note, renewable generator investment costs are not considered in the model.
EUR.
The average benefits are lowest in the BAU scenario. Also, the

differences between DR strategies are the least apparent in this
scenario. This is expected to be a consequence of the relatively low
penetration of mCHPs, heat pumps and EVs, which results in limited



Fig. 8. Overview of the sum of discounted grid and energy market costs (2015e2050) (left) and potential benefits of the different DR strategies for each scenario, classified into
different cost categories.

Fig. 9. The potential benefits of DR based on the annual value of individual flexible
appliances. Note that benefits are based on non-discounted costs.
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availability of flexibility. Also, as a consequence of the low share of
renewables, the loadings at the different grid levels are relatively
similar to each other, and as a results the output of the different DR
strategies as well.

In the BAU, A and B scenario the reduction in grid investments
costs is less in case of a energy market based strategy. Interesting to
note, in scenario B the benefits of the energy market based with
capacity constraints strategy are significantly higher compared to
the two other DR strategies. To provide insight into this difference,
the annual grid CapEx and generator CapEx and OpEx are shown in
C (Figs. C.10 and C.11) for each of the DR strategies. It is concluded,
that in case of the energy market based strategy HV and HV/MV-
investment costs are less compared to the grid based strategy.
This is as the grid based strategy focuses on reducing distribution
costs, by leveling the load at the MV/LV-grid level, while the energy
market strategy reduces the investments costs at the HV and HV/
MV-level, as a consequence of leveling the load of the central
generation units (connected to the HV-grid). The mixed strategy
does both, which only comes at the cost of a minor reduction in
benefits related to generator OpEx and grid losses.

As a consequence of the grid based strategy, generator invest-
ment costs increase in scenario C, this is explained by the
discrepancy between theMV/LV- and HV-grid load. In this scenario,
a storage system and an H2-production unit are installed in the HV
grid. These systems ensure that renewable generation and load is
balanced as much as possible in the HV grid. Using DR to flatten the
MV/LV-grid load, generally distorts the effect of these systems,
negatively affecting generator investment costs. Due to the high
share of renewables, the benefits related to grid investments are
relatively limited in scenario C, this is a consequence of negative
peaks: the aggregated LV peak is caused bymaximum generation of
PV in the summer. Around that time flexibility is limited, most EVs
are not at home and the heating demand of mCHPs and heat pumps
is marginal.

Except for scenario C, the main part of DR benefits is related to
avoided grid investment costs. When considering the benefits
relative to the total costs, the avoided grid investment costs are
even more dominant. In all scenarios, the total power system
benefits are the highest in case of the energy market based with
capacity constraints strategy.

The sum and distribution of DR benefits to a large extent depend
on scenario input. The flexibility available differs per scenario (due
to different penetrations of flexible appliances), but also the
effectiveness of DR differs. To get more insight into these differ-
ences the annual value of each flexible appliance is defined. To this
end, the energy market based with capacity constraints strategy is
deployed while solely considering the flexibility of white goods,
mCHPs, heat pumps or EVs. Fig. 9 shows the results. Note, the
average annual value is based on the non-discounted costs differ-
ence for the situation with and without DR. In general, heat pumps
and EVs contribute the most to the potential benefits of DR. That is
as compared to the mCHPs and white goods these appliances have
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more flexibility available. The benefits of white goods are limited,
however, with a (scenario-independent) relative large penetration,
the aggregated sum of benefits is considerable. Also the results
shown in Fig. 9 indicate a limited value of DR in scenario C.

5. Conclusions, policy recommendations and discussion

5.1. Conclusions

Due to the increase in distributed (renewable) generation and
increasing electrification of residential energy demand, the tradi-
tional power system faces several challenges. However, the elec-
trification of energy demand is both a challenge and an
opportunity, as flexibility at the demand side is expected to in-
crease. Using DR this flexibility can be used to address different
objectives, thereby generating benefits for the various power sys-
tem stakeholders.

To support decision-making for the implementation of DR
insight into the prospects and value creation is essential. In this
paper DR benefits are roughly divided between (i) the energy
market value, and (ii) the grid value. In a liberalized power system, as
is the case in the Netherlands, these benefits can generally be
assigned to the two main electric utilities, i.e., the energy supplier
and (local) grid operator. Due to modeling complexity the energy
market and grid value have so far mainly been studied separately.
As it is expected that the different applied DR strategies in these
individual studies are sometimes conflicting, it is hard to get a grip
on the total potential DR benefits from a system perspective. This
paper fills the knowledge gap between the existing models used for
the quantification of benefits for the energy market on the one
hand and the grid on the other by combining them. The focus is not
on replacing these individual models, but creating insight into the
distribution and sum of benefits from a system perspective. The
applicability of the proposed methodology is illustrated using the
Netherlands as a case study.

As the effect of DR is subject to future power system de-
velopments different scenarios are employed to quantify grid and
energy market annual CapEx and OpEx. Load and generation pro-
files at each grid level differ for each scenario, due to different
penetrations of scenario-dependent technologies, such as wind
turbines, PV panels, mCHPs, heat pumps and EVs. To optimize the
flexibility of the flexible appliances (mCHPs, heat pumps, EVs and
white goods) three different DR strategies are developed: (i) grid
based, (ii) energy market based and (iii) energy market based with
capacity constraints. The capacity constraints in the latter strategy
are based on the output of the grid based optimization.

In all scenarios the net present value of DR is significant, ranging
from 2.4 to 6.3 billion EUR up to 2050, which supports the case for a
large-scale introduction of DR in the Netherlands. The energy
market based with capacity constraints strategy proved to be most
effective from a system perspective. Depending on the scenario,
benefits are expected to be less if solely a grid based or energy
market based strategy is applied. Especially when the scenarios
become more extreme with respect to the penetration of renew-
ables and energy efficient technologies the misalignment between
the grid- and energy market based strategy increases. This difference
is most apparent in scenario C, where the benefits of the grid- and
energy market based strategy are 2.4 and 5.2 billion EUR, respec-
tively. Although scenario C is the most extreme scenario, with
respect to the penetration of renewables and energy efficient
technologies, the DR value is relatively low. This is due to a
mismatch between available flexibility and (the peak of) PV gen-
eration. The latter was also illustrated by tracing back the benefits
to the annual value per appliance. In general, EVs and heat pumps
generate most benefits as these appliances have most flexibility
available.

5.2. Policy recommendations

As regulatory changes are considered a precondition for a large
scale implementation of DR (Cambini et al., 2015), the results of the
Dutch case study provide valuable insights not only for the main
(Dutch) electric utilities, but for policy makers as well. Current
practices of the energy supplier and (local) grid operator, which are
based on and bounded by legislation, do not (yet) consider the
opportunities of DR. Changing the practices of both the (local) grid
operator and energy supplier requires that the effects of DR are
considered in grid planning as well as market processes.

It is important that both main stakeholders are enabled in the
future to utilize (part of) the potential of DR, as a combined strategy
(i.e., energy market based with capacity constraints) proves to be
most effective from a system perspective. Therefore, it is important
to clearly define the roles and responsibilities of all (future) power
system stakeholders within the (smart) grid. It is likely that new
market models, as e.g. described in Ramos et al. (2015), or market
parties arise, e.g. aggregators that serve as an intermediary be-
tween consumers and utilities. The emergence of such newmarket
parties and models is expected to be profitable for the end-user as
well, as (part of) the DR benefits are likely to flow back to the
consumer, either directly through financial incentives that stimu-
late DR or indirectly through a decrease in energy prices and/or grid
tariffs.

5.3. Discussion

The model used to assess the long-term impact of DR considers
the existing models used for assessing the impact of DR for the grid
and the energy market individually. Due to the complexity of an
integrated modeling approach, assumptions and simplifications are
made regarding certain power system aspects. For example, in case
of the grid model a more sophisticated grid topology could improve
the model. As a consequence of the simplified grid model
employed, peak loads are balanced within each grid level, which
can distort grid investment costs. To simulate partial local
balancing of load and must-run generation a so-called balancing
factor is introduced, when considering a more sophisticated grid
topology, this issue might be handled in a different manner.

The benefits related to a reduction in generator operating ex-
penditures are relatively limited compared to studies in which
historical day-ahead energy market prices were used to quantify
benefits, e.g. (Abdisalaam et al., 2012; Lampropoulos et al., 2014;
Vlot et al., 2013). That is as in practice market price volatility is
not solely based on a difference in short-run marginal costs.
However, using a price-taker approach to quantify benefits of a
large-scale implementation of DR is not considered realistic. The
energy market model applied could be improved by using a unit-
commitment model that also considers ramp-up and down rates,
varying efficiencies and start-up costs. As a consequence of
including such a model price volatility and as a result DR benefits
are expected to increase.

Next to the considered costs categories in this paper, DR can also
be of value for reducing imbalance. Using DR for this purpose be-
comes increasingly interesting with the increase in renewable
(intermittent) generation. However, given the high level of uncer-
tainty with respect to the future development of imbalance vol-
umes and prices, these potential benefits are not quantified in this
paper. Studies that did consider the potential value of DR for
imbalance reduction generally used historical market prices to do
so, e.g. (Huang et al., 2015; Lampropoulos et al., 2015). Moving from
the use of historical data to predictions regarding imbalance
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volumes and prices and the potential effects of DR on this is
therefore recommended as future research.

In this paper the effects of residential DR were studied. DR can
also be used to optimize flexible load available from industrial or
commercial users. It would also be useful to compare the benefits
and trade-offs associated with industrial, commercial, and resi-
dential DR. However, extending our approach for these purposes
would require more in-depth information on the load and flexi-
bility available in industrial and commercial facilities.

The results in this paper provide insight into potential value of
residential DR. Costs associated with the implementation of DR
enabling smart-grid technologies are not considered. In the end,
the potential benefits should be weighed against the estimated
costs of these technologies.
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Appendix A

To estimate the average grid and generator asset age, and the
capacity that needs to be replaced due to aging, the following for-
mula is introduced:

Ayþ1 ¼
�
Ny � Ry

��
Ay þ x

�þ 1
2Ry þ 1

2

�
Nyþ1 � Ny

�
Nyþ1

(A.1)

where Ayþ1 is the average asset age in year yþ 1, Ny is the existing
capacity,Nyþ1 � Ny is the added new capacity to accommodate load
growth, Ry is the capacity that is replaced due to aging, and x is the
average age increase of the remaining capacity Ny � Ry. Both the
replaced capacity Ry and the added capacity Nyþ1 � Ny have an
average age of 1

2 year, assuming they are evenly installed
throughout the year. To determine the value of x, i.e., the average
annual age increase of the remaining capacity Ny � Ry, a stationary
state is assumed based on the asset life time, L:
Table B.2
Economic parameters for the grid and central generation units, adapted from Rooijers et al. (2014).

Grid level Investment costs (EUR/kW) Life time (year) Annual O&M (% of investment)

HV Grid 408 50 1.5
HV to MV Grid 250 50 1.5
MV Grid 705 50 1.5
MV to LV Grid 200 50 1.5
LV Grid 862 50 1.5

Central generation units Investment costs (EUR/kW) Life time (year) Annual O&M (% of investment)

Nuclear 3000 40 4.0
Natural gas fired 700e800a 30 3.0
Natural gas fired (CCS) 1200 30 5.4
Coal fired 1400 40 3.0
Coal fired (CCS) 2400 40 4.5

a Respectively without and with combined heat and power.
Ayþ1 ¼ Ay ¼ 1
2
L (A.2)
Nyþ1 ¼ Ny (A.3)

Ryþ1 ¼ Ny

L
(A.4)

Using these equation to solve (A.1) yields x ¼ 1
2. Meaning that

each year the average age of the existing capacity increases by 1
2

year. This relatively low value is due to the replacement of the
oldest capacity. Using this value of x, (A.1) can be rewritten as:

Ayþ1 ¼
�
Ny � Ry

�
$Ay

Nyþ1
þ 1
2

(A.5)

It is assumed that the capacity that needs to be replaced de-
pends on the average asset age. To ascertain that all assets are
replaced when the average age Ay equals the life time L, a power-
law relationship between the relative asset age

�
Ay

L

�
and capacity

that needs to be replaced is proposed:

Ry ¼
�
Ay

L

�b

$Ny (A.6)

Using again the requirements for a stationary situation
(A.2)e(A.4), the value of coefficient b is:

b ¼ lnðLÞ
lnð2Þ (A.7)
Appendix B

This appendix provides an overview of the economic parame-
ters that are used to calculate grid and generation investments
costs (Table B.2). The economic parameters considered for the grid,
are based on the component and installation costs. Also, the costs
include the requirement for reserve capacity and take into account
that (part of) the grid is designed using the n � 1 criterion. The grid
values, listed in Table B.2, were validated in expert sessions with
Dutch grid asset managers (Rooijers et al., 2014).
Appendix C

This appendix provides an example of the loadings at each grid
level in the BAU scenario (Fig. C.12), as well as an overview of the
annual generator investment and operating costs (Fig. C.10) and the
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investment costs for the different grid components (Fig. C.11) in
scenario B, for each of the three different DR strategies.
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Fig. C.10 Simulated grid level loads (without DR) for the BAU scenario in 2050. The figure on the right indicates how the aggregated load for each grid level is defined.
Fig. C.11 Annual grid investment costs specified for each grid level and for the different
DR strategies. Note that costs are not discounted.
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ig. C.12 Annual generator investment and operating costs for the different DR stra-
egies. Note that costs are not discounted.
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